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lowered itself to stand on the same level as the Empire it was a rival
and an enemy rather than an ally. But in the East the Orthodox
Church cast in its lot with the Empire: it was coterminous with and
never permanently wider than the Empire. It did not long attempt
to stand on a higher level than the State and the people; but on that
lower level it stood closer to the mass of the people. It lived among
them. It moved the common average man with more penetrating
power than a loftier religion could have done. Accordingly the Ortho-
dox Church was fitted to be the soul and life of the Empire, to maintain
the Imperial unity, to give form and direction to every manifestation
of national vigour.'1
That close alliance between the Byzantine Empire and the
Orthodox Church, however, brought with it unhappy conse-
quences, as Professor Toynbee has forcibly reminded us.
Church and State were so intimately connected that member-
ship of the Orthodox Church tended inevitably to bring with
it subjection to imperial politics, and conversely alliance with
the Empire would bring with it subjection to the Patriarch of
Constantinople. The fatal effect of this association is seen in
the relations of the Empire with Bulgaria and with Armenia.
To us it would appear so obvious that, for instance, in
Armenia toleration of national religious traditions must have
been the true policy, but the Church of the Seven Councils
was assured that it alone held the Christian faith in its purity
and that in consequence it was its bounden duty to ride
roughshod over less enlightened Churches and to enforce
the truth committed to its keeping. And a Byzantine
Emperor had no other conviction: the order of Heraclius in
the seventh century that all Jews throughout his Empire
should be forcibly baptized does but illustrate an Emperor's
conception of a ruler's duty. The Orthodox Church must
have appeared to many, as it appeared to Sir William Ram-
say, 'not a lovable power, not a beneficent power, but stern,
unchanging . . . sufficient for itself, self-contained and self-
centred'.2
But to its own people Orthodoxy was generous. The
Church might disapprove of the abnormal asceticism of a
Stylite saint; but that asceticism awoke popular enthusiasm
1	Luke the Physician (London, Hodder and Stoughton, 1908), p. 145 (slightly
abbreviated in citation).
2	Ibid., p. 149.

